CucumberStudio
#1 Collaboration platform for BDD
Deliver quality at the speed of modern business
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It’s like nitro in your engine! It is full of clear and ﬂexible features to ease agile developments.
We have been using [CucumberStudio] in several ways (automation, manual testing…),
and it always fulﬁlls our needs.
– Raphaël Citeau, Parkeon

Integrations With Your Existing Tools

Jenkins

20+ Automation Frameworks

™

cucumber.io to start your free trial

Software Development Lifecycle with SmartBear
Agile and DevOps have transformed the rate of software development. To keep up, teams must work and communicate in new ways -- which is where
SmartBear comes in. Our tools help streamline your process, so you can release software at the speed your customers expect.
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Analyze and improve all of your testing

CrossBrowserTesting

Native Jira & enterprise test management

Run Selenium & Appium tests in the cloud

TestComplete
Automated UI functional testing
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CucumberStudio

LoadNinja
Automated UI performance testing

Design features &
tests using BDD

Test mobile apps on real devices in the cloud
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Commit and push new code
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Create, manage, and execute
automated API and UI tests
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Design, model &
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Deploy to production once
tests and builds pass
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Monitor the performance of
your APIs and web applications

SoapUI Pro
Automate API functional & security tests
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Global, synthetic API
monitoring

Accelerate & manage API functional testing

LoadUI Pro
Automate API load & performance tests

Collaborator

Code, document & artifact review

ServiceV Pro
Test virtualized APIs to reduce bottlenecks
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6.5M+

Reduce defects and improve trust with peer code review
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Over 6 million software professionals and 22,000 companies across 194 countries use SmartBear tools
To view all of our products visit smartbear.com/products

